Bacteria often possess alternative sigma factors that initiate the transcription of 35 specific genes under environmental stresses, the largest and most diverse group being 36 the extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors. The regulation of ECF activity is 37 crucial for ensuring the distinct transcription of stress responsive genes only occurs 38 under the appropriate conditions. While most ECFs are comprised of only the core σ 2 39 and σ 4 regions, a unique form of ECF sigma factor regulation also contains a C-terminal 40 extension bearing homology to the NTF2 superfamily of protein domains. While 41 previous work has shown that this NTF2 domain can affect transcriptional activity in vivo 42 in ECF41 and ECF42, its role in the newly classified ECF56 subgroup is unknown. In 43 this work, we show that truncation of the C-terminus of the ECF56 sigma factor 44 SVEN_4562 of Streptomyces venezuelae upregulates its activity in a hybrid assay. 45 Through transcriptomics in S. venezuelae, we found that this truncated ECF56 sigma 46 factor has a highly conserved promoter sequence in vivo. Bioinformatic assays 47 ECF56 family of sigma factors is highly conserved and performs important functions yet 53 to be understood in Actinobacteria. 54 55 Importance 56 Most ECF sigma-factors rely on anti-sigma factor regulation; in contrast, the 57 unique classes of ECF sigma-factors that contain a C-terminal extension are thought to 58 respond directly to an environmental signal. Here we show that the cis-acting regulatory 59 element of the ECF56 regulon is likely highly conserved in many Actinobacteria, with 60 exact nucleotide level conservation over ~2 billion years of evolution. The high 61 conservation of this genetic architecture, as well as a conserved gene content within the 62 regulon, strongly point to a specialized and important role in Actinobacteria biology. 63 64
illustrated that deep branches of the Actinobacteria phylum contained putative ECF56 48 promoter motifs identical to those found in the S. venezuelae ECF56 regulon. We 49 validated these findings through ex situ hybrid assays illustrating that truncated ECF56 50 sigma factors from phylogenetically diverse Actinobacteria activate transcription from 51 these promoters. Importantly, our work shows that the genetic infrastructure of the 52 Introduction 65 Sigma factors are required for the initiation of transcription in all known bacteria. 66 They are able to recruit the RNA polymerase (RNAP) core, direct it to a specific 67 promoter region, and initiate transcription by enabling promoter melting (1). While most 68 genes in a given bacterium are transcribed using a "housekeeping" sigma factor, 69 bacteria often possess alternative sigma factors that initiate transcription of specific 70 subsets of genes in response to specific environmental stresses (1). Families of 71 alternative sigma factors are involved in responses to stress such as responding to heat 72 shock (RpoH-like), flagellar synthesis (FliA-like), and nitrogen limitation (RpoN-like) (1). 73 The largest and most diverse group of alternative sigma factors are the 74 Extracytoplasmic Function (ECF) sigma factors (1). ECF sigma factors are smaller in 75 size compared to housekeeping σ 70 sigma factors, and normally possess only two of the 76 four conserved domains, σ 2 and σ 4 . These domains are sufficient to recognize the -10 77 and -35 elements of a bacterial promoter, recruit RNAP core, and initiate transcription 78 via promoter melting (1). Despite their reduced size, ECF sigma factors play a role of 79 outsized importance in the transduction of environmental signals in bacteria (2-4). 80 The regulation of ECF activity is critical to ensure that the transcription of stress 81 responsive genes only occurs under the appropriate conditions. In many cases, ECFs 82 are negatively regulated by cognate anti-sigma factors, which are usually co-transcribed 83 as part of a negative feedback loop (5). Anti-sigma factors physically sequester ECFs 84 until an appropriate environmental signal either leads to the physical destruction of the 85 anti-sigma factor or alters the affinity of the anti-sigma factor for its cognate ECF (6). 86 The mechanism that causes dissociation varies widely depending on the ECF sigma 87 factor, but can take the form of a proteolysis event, export of the anti-sigma factor, or 88 inactivation of the anti-sigma factor through phosphorylation (5-7). 89 Another form of ECF sigma factor regulation has been described more recently, 90 via C-terminal extensions of ~100 amino acids that show homology to members of the 91 NTF2 superfamily of protein domains (8). The NTF2 superfamily of domains is widely 92 distributed on the tree of life and shows little conservation at the primary sequence 93 identity level; but members include many enzymes and a recent review of their function 94 has implicated allosteric regulation of DNA binding proteins (8). Studies of these NTF2 95 domains in ECF41 and ECF42 found it was critical to initiation of gene transcription and 96 strongly implicate that it directly responds to an external signal (9-12). In 2015, a 97 genomic survey of ECFs and other signal transduction proteins in Actinobacteria 98 revealed another group of ECFs with similar C-terminal extensions: the ECF56 99 subgroup (13). Previous work with the Mycobacterium tuberculosis ECF56 family sigma 100 factor Rv0182c (sigG) implicated involvement in DNA damage response pathways (14, 101 15). While genes regulated by SigG were identified, neither the physiological role these 102 genes play nor the environmental cue SigG responds to were identified. To date, the 103 specific signal that is transduced by the NTF2 domain of ECF56 or any other ECF 104 family members has yet to be identified. 105 In an attempt to shed light on the physiological role of the ECF56 subfamily, we 106 characterized the regulatory activity of the NTF2 domain of ECF56 sigma factors ex situ 107 in Escherichia coli and in vivo in S. venezuelae. Beyond its attributes as a fast-growing, 108 genetically tractable Actinobacteria, S. venezuelae has also been previously used to 109 study the NTF2 domain of the ECF42 sigma factor subfamily (10). In this work, we 110 identify a highly conserved promoter that defines an ECF56 regulon in S. venezuelae 111 and demonstrate through bioinformatics that the regulon is highly conserved through 112 deep branches of Actinobacteria. Lastly, we further validate our findings regarding the 
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The C-terminal extension of ECF56 sigma factors inhibits transcription 118 We first aimed to determine the regulatory role of these C-terminal extensions in 119 ECF56 sigma factors. To start, we sought to determine the differential transcriptional 120 activity with and without the C-terminal extension of the ECF56 sigma factor from S. Figure S1A) . Truncating the C-terminus of these sigma factors immediately after this 124 motif resulted in increased transcription from cognate promoters (12). By aligning >900 125 ECF56 sigma factors, we observed a highly conserved MPP(F/Y/L) motif similarly 126 positioned relative to the σ 4 domain (Figure S1B ). As ~60% of ECF56 sigma factor 127 sequences contained an aromatic phenylalanine or tyrosine after the highly conserved 128 MPP, we truncated SVEN_4562 immediately after its internal MPPY to maintain the 129 aromatic residue, resulting in SVEN_4562 Δ237-323 . 130 To test this hypothesis we measured transcription from a previously identified 131 Rv0182c target promoter (Rv0887cp) from M. tuberculosis in an ex situ assay (15). In E. 132 coli, the transcription of each sigma factor was driven by a leaky uninduced lacUV5 133 promoter, and its ability to bind and drive expression of the Rv0887c promoter was 134 determined through a GFP reporter protein ( Figure 1B) . Compared to the empty vector 135 control, we observed a 2.4-fold increase in GFP expression in the strain overexpressing 136 the truncated ECF56 sigma factor. In contrast, overexpression of the full ECF56 sigma 137 factor resulted in a 1.1-fold increase in GFP expression. These observations suggest 138 that the C-terminal extension of ECF56 sigma factors inhibits promoter binding. 139 Interestingly, this contrasts with other investigations of this domain in Actinobacteria, 140 which found that the full C-terminal extension was required for complete activation of 141 transcription (10-12). Defining the ECF56 Regulon of S. venezuelae 152 As the ECF56 family is widely distributed in Actinobacteria (13), we hypothesized 153 that they must play an important physiological role in these organisms, such as S. 154 venezuelae. Therefore, we cloned the truncated SVEN_4562 under the strong 155 constitutive promoter kasOp and genetically inserted it into the S. venezuelae genome 156 at the phiC attachment site. Constitutive expression of truncated SVEN_4562 produced 157 a bald phenotype (Figure 2A) . This is especially interesting because C-terminal 158 truncations of ECF42 in S. venezuelae showed no observable differences in 159 morphology (10). 160 Through transcriptomics, we sought to develop a greater understanding of the 161 physiological role of ECF56 in S. venezuelae. Using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), we 162 compared the transcriptomes of a strain overexpressing the truncated ECF56 to the 163 wild-type strain and observed a population of genes that were heavily upregulated 164 ( Figure 2B) . The complete list of differentially expressed genes can be found as 165 Supplemental Attachment 1. Our results showed that 22 loci had a b of >3.5 and a q-166 value less than 1x10 -10 , representing the most highly upregulated genes. However, 167 previous work in studies where transcription factors were overexpressed had noticed 168 significant read through between genes that could potentially confound results (16). To 169 account for this possibility we manually investigated reads mapped to the S. venezuelae 170 chromosome to identify instances in which increased differential expression was likely 171 due to read through (or direct overexpression in the case of SVEN_4562) and identified 172 12 genes likely to be false hits ( Table S1 ). The resulting genes that were specifically 173 upregulated by the truncated ECF56 sigma factor were amongst the most highly 174 expressed in the cell, with transcript per million (TPM) values either close to or as high 175 as genes such as rpoD and EF-Tu ( Figure 2C) . Unfortunately, none of the genes found 176 to be upregulated and controlled by SVEN_4562 directly had a known function. Of the 177 ten genes, six were annotated as proteins of hypothetical function, whereas the 178 remaining genes were annotated in broadly functional families such as glyoxalase, 179 hydrolase, dihydrofolate reductase, and deaminase-reductase (Table 1) . Interrogation 180 of the upstream sequences of the genes in Table 1 revealed a nearly perfectly 181 conserved promoter motif (CGATGAGTTN 14 GGTC - Figure 2D ). Even more striking 182 was that this promoter motif was also perfectly conserved in the distantly related M. 183 tuberculosis ECF56 sigma factor regulated Rv0887c (Figure 2D ). 210 showed that these single copy-ECF56 homologs are monophyletic, we also found that 211 these homologs share a high degree of synteny among streptomycetes. 212 After confirming the broad distribution and conservation of the ECF56 we then 213 sought to identify putative members of regulons in distinct species. For this analysis we 214 selected ten representative genomes and searched for the ECF56 consensus binding were e-value 1E-12 and bit-score cutoff of 200, the graphical output was modified to 437 follow the order of a phylogenetic tree generated with the protein sequences homologs 438 identified by CORASON with identical parameters to those described above. 
